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Abstract

The temperature gradient in the lower mantle is fundamental in prescribing many transport properties, such as the
viscosity, thermal conductivity and electrical conductivity. The adiabatic temperature gradient is commonly employed
for estimating these transport properties in the lower mantle. We have carried out a series of high-resolution 3-D
anelastic compressible convections in a spherical shell with the PREM seismic model as the background density and
bulk modulus and the thermal expansivity decreasing with depth. Our purpose was to assess how close under realistic
conditions the horizontally averaged thermal gradient would lie to the adiabatic gradient derived from the convection
model. These models all have an endothermic phase change at 660 km depth with a Clapeyron slope of around
33 MPa K31, uniform internal heating and a viscosity increase of 30 across the phase transition. The global Rayleigh
number for basal heating is around 2U106, while an internal heating Rayleigh number as high as 108 has been
employed. The pattern of convection is generally partially layered with a jump of the geotherm across the phase change
of at most 300 K. In all thermally equilibrated situations the geothermal gradients in the lower mantle are small,
around 0.1 K km31, and are subadiabatic. Such a low gradient would produce a high peak in the lower-mantle
viscosity, if the temperature is substituted into a recently proposed rheological law in the lower mantle. Although the
endothermic phase transition may only cause partial layering in the present-day mantle, its presence can exert a
profound influence on the state of adiabaticity over the entire mantle. 5 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The temperature gradient in the mantle is one
of most important geophysical quantities because
of its importance for estimating many of the
transport properties, such as the viscosity [1,2],
electrical conductivity [3,4] and thermal conduc-
tivity [5,6]. Because of the assumption of vigorous
whole-mantle convection, the temperature gra-

dient in the lower mantle has usually be taken
to be adiabatic for the purpose of constructing
pro¢les of physical properties [7]. A value of
0.3 K km31 [8^10] has been employed commonly
by the geoscience community. Recently Yamazaki
and Karato [2] have determined viscosity pro¢les
in the lower mantle for realistic mantle £ow laws
based on di¡usion experiments of silicon ion and
melting point systematics. The value of the adia-
batic temperature gradients assumed by Yamaza-
ki and Karato [2] in order to obtain viscosity
pro¢les which do not increase more than a factor
of 30 across the lower mantle lies between 0.3 and
0.6 K km31.
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Recently Matyska and Yuen [11^13] using a
2-D cartesian model have examined the extent to
which mantle temperature gradients deviate from
the actual adiabatic pro¢le on the basis of Bullen’s
parameter [14] as a criterion for adiabaticity. They
found that there are regions in the mantle, such as
the edges of plume heads or in the transition zone,
where the temperature gradients can be substan-
tially di¡erent from the adiabatic state.

The main purpose of this paper is to employ a
realistic compressible 3-D spherical-shell model
with di¡erent viscosity pro¢les and a background
density and elastic strati¢cation coming from the
seismic preliminary reference Earth model
(PREM) [15] together with an endothermic phase
change to put tighter constraints on the temper-
ature gradients in the lower mantle. Previous
works on 3-D compressible spherical-shell convec-
tion [16^19] have not addressed this speci¢c issue
of the range of magnitude in the thermal gradient
of the lower mantle under realistic conditions of
delivering the current amount of surface heat
£ow. In this study we will focus our attention
on this particular point by using realistic mantle
parameter values in the 3-D spherical-shell calcu-
lations.

2. Description of the 3-D spherical model

This 3-D spherical model has been developed
in the anelastic approximation (e.g. Jarvis and
McKenzie [20]) and includes the thermodynamic
e¡ects due to a solid-state phase transition (e.g.
Christensen and Yuen [21]). In this case the den-
sity depends on the temperature, the pressure and
the mineral phases:

b ¼ b r 13K ðT3TSÞ þ
p3ph
KS

� �
þ N b 660y ðph;TÞ

ð1Þ

where br is the reference adiabatic density pro¢le,
K the thermal expansion, T the temperature, TS

the adiabatic temperature, KS the bulk modulus, p
the pressure, ph the hydrostatic pressure and Nb660

the density jump due to the endothermic spinel^
post-spinel mineral phase transition. This phase

transition is prescribed by a sharply varying func-
tion depending on the temperature and the hydro-
static pressure:

y ðph;TÞ ¼
1
2

1þ tanh
ph3p03Q T

N p

� �� �
ð2Þ

where Q and p0 are respectively the Clapeyron
slope and the pressure reference of the phase
change and Np the half-width of the phase change.
The anelastic approximation assumes that the
density is only depth-dependent in the continuity
equation:

9 Wðb ruÞ ¼ 0 ð3Þ

where u is the velocity ¢eld. Because of the high
viscosity of mantle rock, all inertial terms are ne-
glected in the momentum balance, i.e. assuming
an in¢nite Prandtl number:

9 Wd39 pþ bg ¼ 0 ð4Þ

where dd is the deviatoric stress tensor and g the
gravity. In the energy equation, the latent heat
e¡ects due to the dynamic pressure has been ne-
glected, so that the energy conservation is given
by:

Cp b r
DT
D t

þ 9 Wðb ruTÞ
� �

3KTb rðgWuÞ ¼

k9 Wð9TÞ þ d : ð9 uÞ þ b rx ð5Þ

where k is the thermal conductivity, x the internal
heating rate and Cp and K are the heat capacity
and the thermal expansivity altered by the latent
heat e¡ects and phase change:

Cp ¼ Cp þ
Q
2TN b 660

b
2
r

D y

D ph

K ¼ K þ Q N b 660

b r

D y

D ph

ð6Þ

For a depth-dependent viscosity in which the
viscosity pro¢le consists of various layers with
di¡erent viscosity, the velocity ¢eld satisfying the
continuity equation (Eq. 3) can be described by a
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poloidal potential, 8 :

u ¼ 1
b r
9U9Uð8 erÞ ð7Þ

Expanding the poloidal function in spherical
harmonics :

8 ¼
X
lm

i lmðrÞYlmða ; BÞ ð8Þ

and introducing Eq. 7 into Eq. 4, the momentum
balance yields the following fourth-order poloidal
O.D.E. for each harmonic:

i lm þ 3 _bb r

b r
3
b rg

KS

� �
i lmþ

3
3€bb r

b r
þ 6 _bb 2

r

b
2
r
3
2lðl þ 1Þ

r2
3
2 _bb rg
KS

� �
€ii lmþ

3
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b
2
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� ��
i lm ¼ 3

b
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R

K3 lm ð9Þ

where _ii , €ii , T and _bb , €bb , T denote respectively the
¢rst, second, T radial derivative of ilm and br (ilm

and br being only depth-dependent), 3lm being the
spectral amplitude of the temperature ¢eld at de-
gree l and order m. Note that the buoyancy term
is the same one obtained in a 2-D approximation.
For numerical purposes, we prefer this formula-
tion which is equivalent to one in which all the
mass heterogeneity induced by the phase change is
located at the local depth where the phase change
occurs. This approximation was previously
adopted in a 3-D formulation [22].

Our spherical code is based on the approach for
cartesian domain developed by Cserepes et al. [23]
and was previously used in the Boussinesq ap-

proximation in Monnereau and Quere [24]. The
energy equation is discretized by a ¢nite-volume
method [25], and solved by an alternating-direc-
tion-implicit scheme [26]. Then the resulting tem-
perature ¢eld is expanded in spherical harmonics
and the fourth-order poloidal O.D.E. (Eq. 9) is
discretized by ¢nite di¡erences. In Eq. 9, the vis-
cosity pro¢le consists of several constant-viscosity
layers, requiring four conditions at the interface
between two di¡erent viscosity layers: the con-
tinuity of the radial velocity ur, the continuity of
the horizontal velocities uaB and the continuity of
the normal and the tangential components of the
radial stress tensor, dd

rr3p and dd
raB respectively.

The top and the bottom boundaries are imperme-
able, stress-free and isothermal. Parameter values
and the notations are listed in Table 1.

In the present study, the solutions have been
integrated in time to more than the age of the
Earth (10 Gy) for achieving statistical equili-
brium on a coarse grid, 128U64U128 points,
corresponding to 128 regularly spaced radial
levels and a maximum spherical harmonic de-
gree l=64. Then these solutions have been re-
¢ned on a high-resolution grid, increasing the
maximum spherical harmonic degree to l=256
(128U256U512 points) for at least another 0.5
Gy.

3. Mantle properties and parameters

An estimate of the temperature gradient main-
tained dynamically in the mantle requires special
care in the choice of the £uid properties and pa-
rameters used in the numerical simulations. The
adiabatic gradient is mainly related to the thermal
expansivity and the temperature by:

DT
D r

� �
s
¼ 3

KgT
Cp

ð10Þ

where the gravity, g, and the heat capacity, Cp,
are assumed constant throughout the mantle. For
this anelastic model, we have used the PREM
model [15] as a reference state for the density
and bulk modulus. br and KS are exponential
functions that ¢t PREM and that satisfy the fol-

.... ...

...
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lowing relationship:

D b r

D r
¼ D b r

D ph

D ph
D r

¼ 3
b
2
rg
KS

ð11Þ

These are shown as the solid curves in Fig. 1.
The thermal expansivity K is obtained by assum-
ing a value of the Gru«eneisen parameter of 1.0
and a classical limit for the speci¢c heat at
constant pressure Cp, using the speci¢c values
for the density and bulk modulus from the
PREM model:

K ¼ b rCp

KS
ð12Þ

The pro¢le for K is shown as a light curve in

Fig. 1. It decreases by about a factor of 4 across
the mantle, a value consistent with the estimates
for K, based on high-pressure experiments [27].
We note that many of the previous anelastic mod-
els [18,28,29] have employed analytical forms for
the equation of state parameters instead of using
the more realistic PREM model. We have kept
the thermal conductivity, k, constant, unlike the
depth-dependent thermal conductivity used by
Balachandar et al. [28], Zhang and Yuen [18]
and Tackley [29].

Other mantle properties and parameters a¡ect
the adiabatic gradient through the temperature. It
is well known that the curvature of the top and
bottom boundaries a¡ects the symmetry of the
boundary layers, inducing a global cooling of
the convecting £uid. In the absence of depth-de-

Table 1
Notation and parameter values used

Symbol Meaning Value Unit (SI)

r, 3, B spherical coordinates m, rad, rad
rsurf surface radius 6.371U106 m
rcmb CMB radius 3.491U106 m
d mantle thickness 2.880U106 m
T temperature K
TS adiabatic temperature K
Tsurf surface temperature 273 K
Tcmb CMB temperature 3173 K
vT temperature scale (Tcmb3Tsurf ) 2900 K
p pressure Pa
u velocity m s31

g acceleration of gravity 10 m2 s32

Cp speci¢c heat capacity at constant pressure 1200 J kg31 K31

k conductivity 3.3 W m31 k31

K thermal expansion pro¢le K31

K0 thermal expansion at 660 1.94U1035 K31

KS bulk modulus pro¢le Pa
KS0 bulk modulus at 660 269U109 Pa
R viscosity Pa s
Rref lower mantle viscosity 6U1022 Pa s
br density pro¢le kg m33

b0 density at 660 4339 kg m33

y phase function
Q Clapeyron slope 33U106, 34U106 Pa K31

Nb density jump at 660 390 kg m33

Np half-width of phase change 0.488U109 Pa
x internal heating rate W kg33

Q whole internal heating 30^60U1012 W
ilm amplitude of the poloidal potential
3lm amplitude of thermal heterogeneities
l,m degree and order
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pendent properties and internal heating, the non-
dimensional averaged temperature, which estab-
lishes at 0.5 in Cartesian geometry, decreases to
0.28 in the case of a geometry characteristic of the
mantle [30]. This underscores the importance for
our considering spherical geometry in the model-
ling.

Depth-dependent properties, such as viscosity
increase with depth, introduce a similar e¡ect
[31]. In spite of the diversity of the viscosity pro-
¢les proposed, we have preferred to restrict our

study to a simple comparison of constant-viscos-
ity cases with cases performed with a single step-
wise increase in viscosity across the 660 km by a
factor of 30, which is a classical viscosity pro¢le
used in models of mantle convection (e.g. Cse-
repes et al. [23]).

Lastly, the amount of internal heating is also a
key parameter in the control of the mantle tem-
perature. The mantle internal heating has two
components: the radiogenic heating and the sec-
ular cooling. It is equal to the total heat released
by the Earth, 44 TW [32], minus the heat supplied
by radiogenic elements present in the crust and
the heat delivered by the core, i.e. the basal heat-
ing. The average continental crust may contain
35^55% incompatible trace elements [33]. Since
the chondritic composition of the Earth roughly
corresponds to a radiogenic heating of 20 TW, the
crustal part would be in the range of 7^11 TW, so
that 33^37 TW are involved in the mantle dynam-
ics. An estimation of the heat loss from the core is
more problematic and subject to strong debate.
The uncertainties come on the one hand from
the core contents in radiogenic elements, and on
the other from the growth rate of the inner core.
It would be in the range of 2 TW to more than 10
TW [34]. As a result the mantle internal heating
can be estimated to be between 23 TW and 35
TW, which corresponds to 70^95% of the heat
involved in the mantle dynamics.

In most of our calculations, the internal heating
has been set at 30 TW, but considering the un-
certainty relative to this parameter some were per-
formed in a wide range of values, from 0 to 60
TW. The reference viscosity has been chosen in

Fig. 1. Non-dimensional pro¢les of density, bulk modulus
and thermal expansion used in the model (thin lines). The
density and bulk pro¢les are exponential ¢t of PREM values
[15], represented by thick lines. The extracted thermal expan-
sion pro¢le is based on the assumption that the Gru«eneisen
parameter and the heat capacity are constant. The dimen-
sional values b0, KS0 and K0 used in the model, given in Ta-
ble 1, correspond to the pro¢les at 660 km depth.

Table 2
Non-dimensional numbers

Symbol Meaning Expression Value

Ra Rayleigh number
b
2
0CpgK 0vTd3

R refk
1.5U106

R internal heating rate
b 0x d2

kvT
27^54

Rai internal heating Rayleigh number RaUR 4^8U107

Di dissipation number
gK 0d
Cp

0.48
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order to obtained a high enough vigor convection
to satisfy the total integrated power at the Earth’s
surface. The Rayleigh number (see Table 2 for
expression) based on the higher viscosity is in
the range of 106, leading to internal heating
Rayleigh number values between 4.3U107 and
8.6U107. Table 3 lists the parameter values taken
in the nine cases presented.

4. Results

We will now examine each of the physical ef-
fects on the adiabatic gradient maintained dynam-
ically in 3-D compressible convection at a su⁄-
ciently high enough vigor.

In Fig. 2 we show a 3-D cross-section of the
temperature ¢elds taken from a representative
case with some degree of layering present. Panels
a and b represent models for depth-dependent
thermal expansivity, K(r), and constant thermal
expansivity respectively. They correspond to cases
1 and 2 in Table 3. Large plumes are observed to
develop in the lower mantle in the case of variable
K and they are able to breach the 660 km phase
change. There is some partial layering caused by
the ponding of the cold descending £ow. For con-
stant K, similar to the case of Machetel et al. [35],
the plumes are poorly developed in the lower
mantle and the style of layering is di¡erent from
the variable K case. Thus we have shown that in-
deed variable K brings about a ¢rst-order e¡ect in
the style of 3-D spherical shell convection. This

phenomenon has already been found in earlier
studies in 2-D cartesian convection [36,37].

Many of the background quantities in geody-
namics, such as the temperature and density
¢elds, are based on 1-D pro¢les, which have
been horizontally averaged (i.e. they vary only
with the radius). From our high-resolution 3-D
calculations, we have extracted the 1-D pro¢les
for the temperature, radial temperature gradient
and the local adiabatic gradient and compare
them for the cases listed in Table 3.

In Fig. 3 we display and compare the radial
temperature pro¢le (Fig. 3a) and the temperature
gradient along with the adiabatic gradient (Fig.
3b) for three models, two with constant thermal
expansivity, cases 2 and 3, and the other with
depth-dependent thermal expansivity, case 1. The
Rayleigh number for these systems based on the
physical properties at 660 km is 1.6U106 for
case 1, 3U106 for case 2 and 1U106 for case 3.
There is a greater degree of layering for the lower
Rayleigh number (case 3). This apparently contra-
dicts the usual ¢nding of other studies, a higher
Rayleigh number meaning more layering. This
variation in layering is more related to the di¡er-
ent value of the thermal expansivity set in the
three cases. The phase buoyancy parameter,
P= QNb/K0b

2
0gd (e.g. Christensen and Yuen [21]),

which expresses the phase change buoyancy to the
thermal buoyancy ratio, depends strongly on the
thermal expansivity. It is 0.111 for case 1, 0.072
for case 2 and 0.216 for case 3, so that a reduction
by a factor of 3 of the thermal expansivity from

Table 3

Case Clapeyron
slope

Thermal
expansion

Viscosity
ratio

Internal
heating

R Heat £ux Viscous
dissipation

Tmax

(MPa K31) (K31) (TW) (TW) (TW) (TW) (K)

low/up top bottom

1 33 PREM 30 30 27 40 10 7 3198
2 33 3U1035 30 30 27 38.5 8.5 12 3192
3 33 1U1035 30 30 27 38 8 3.8 3176
4 33 PREM 1 30 27 34 4 5.5 3180
5 34 PREM 1 30 27 35.5 5.5 5 3173
6 34 PREM 30 30 27 41 11 7 3187
7 33 PREM 30 0 0 12.5 12.5 3.3 3194
8 33 PREM 30 15 13.5 25 12 6 3194
9 33 PREM 30 60 54 67.5 7.5 11.4 3181
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Fig. 2. Comparison between a case with depth-dependent thermal expansivity (case 1, panel a) and a case with constant thermal
expansion (case 2, panel b). In both cases, there is a stepwise increase in the viscosity by a factor 30 from the upper to the lower
mantle. The Rayleigh number based on the property values at 660 km depth and the higher viscosity is the same in both cases:
1.6U106.
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case 2 to case 3 would be equivalent to a Clapey-
ron slope three times steeper in case 3 than in case
2.

The thermal pro¢le and also the gradient with
variable K are lower than that with constant K,
similar to the 2-D cartesian situations [37]. The
temperature jumps across 660 km is not so large,
about 300 K even in partially layered case. These
jumps are much smaller than the assumed values
in parameterized convection [38] and 3-D en-
forced layered convection [39] of around 1000 K.

Next we compare in Fig. 3b the adiabatic tem-
perature gradient, see Eq. 10 (solid curve): with
the actual temperature gradient DT/Dr for the three
cases. Substantial deviations between the adia-
batic gradient and the temperature gradient are
found in the upper mantle, especially in the vicin-

ity of the endothermic phase transition and the
top boundary layer. In fact, the upper mantle
on the average is not in an adiabatic state for
all three cases. This same condition of non-adia-
baticity has been found in the 2-D maps of non-
adiabaticity due to deviations from Bullen’s pa-
rameter derived from the 2-D cartesian results
of Matyska and Yuen [13]. In the lower mantle,
the temperature gradient is slightly subadiabatic
by less than 0.1 K km31 for the two cases 1 and
2 in which whole-mantle circulation prevails,
while for the partially layered case 3 the lower-
mantle temperature gradient is strongly subadia-
batic. We note that for constant K the thermal
gradient in the lower mantle can be reduced by
assuming low values of thermal expansivity,
around 1U1035 K31, as in the model of Machetel
et al. [35].

Fig. 3. E¡ect of the variable thermal expansivity. (a) Tem-
perature pro¢le of three di¡erent cases 1, 2 and 3. (b) Adia-
batic gradient (thick curve) and the actual temperature gra-
dient (thin curve). Case 1 uses depth-dependent thermal
expansion, whereas cases 2 and 3 use constant values,
3U1035 K31 and 1U1035 K31 respectively (see Table 3 for
details about the models).

Fig. 4. In£uence of the viscosity strati¢cation. (a,b) The
same as for Fig. 3 but for cases 4, 5 and 6. In cases 4 and 5,
the viscosity is constant; it comprises a jump by a factor of
30 in case 6. The Clapeyron slope is 33 MPa K31 in case 4
and 34 MPa K31 in cases 5 and 6.
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The e¡ects of viscosity strati¢cation on 3-D
spherical-shell convection have been investigated
in the case of no phase transition by Zhang and
Yuen [18,40] for both Boussinesq and compressi-
ble models respectively and by Bunge et al. [41]
for the Boussinesq model. The in£uences of an
endothermic phase transition with a depth-depen-
dent viscosity in 3-D spherical-shell convection
have been investigated by Bunge et al. [19]. How-
ever, the e¡ects of compressibility, which include
adiabatic and viscous heating, were not included
in that particular model of Bunge et al. [19].

In Fig. 4, we compare the e¡ects of having a
viscosity jump across 660 km by a factor of 30,
case 6 with two constant viscosity, cases 4 and 5,
which have Clapeyron slopes of 33 MPa K31 and
34 MPa K31 respectively. The layering in£uence
of decreasing the Clapeyron slope on mantle con-
vection is well-known and is extremely sensitive to
the magnitude of the Clapeyron slope between 33
and 34 MPa K31 for viscosity pro¢les, which do
not have a complex character, as a low-viscosity
zone under 660 km [42]. However, we may note
that the layering obtained with a constant viscos-
ity and a strongly negative Clapeyron slope, case
5 disappears with the introduction of a stepwise
viscosity increase with depth in case 6. Such a
behavior was previously observed in axi-symmet-
ric spherical simulations performed with exactly
the same depth-dependent properties (br, K and
KS) [43]. On the other hand, the interior temper-
ature for a viscously sti¡er lower mantle (Fig. 4a)
is much lower than those associated with constant
viscosity and is well known from the early 2-D
results of Gurnis and Davies [31].

In Fig. 4b, we show both the temperature gra-
dient (light curve) and the adiabatic gradient (sol-
id curve) for these three cases. Again the magni-
tude of the adiabatic gradients is not large and
lies between 0.2 and 0.3 K km31 in the lower
mantle for the constant-viscosity cases 4 and 5.
It is slightly lower by 0.1 K km31 in case 6 which
comprises a viscosity jump. Viscosity strati¢cation
does not exert a great in£uence on the magnitude
of the adiabatic gradient throughout the mantle,
as much as the magnitude and functional form of
the thermal expansivity, shown above in Fig. 3.
The lower mantle is subadiabatic in all cases, ex-

cept a few hundred kilometers above the core^
mantle boundary (CMB). In the upper mantle
large departures from adiabaticity are found,
again in agreement with the results based on Bul-
len’s parameter by Matyska and Yuen [13] for
temperature- and depth-dependent viscosity in
cartesian 2-D models.

Internal heating can produce a noticeable in-
crease in the averaged temperature of the mantle
even in the presence of vigorous compressible
convection [18,44]. In Fig. 5, we study the e¡ects
of increasing the internal heating from purely
basal heating, case 7, to dimensional internal
heating rate of 15 TW (case 8), 30 TW (case 1)
and 60 TW (case 9). All four cases have both
variable K and a viscosity jump of 30 from the
upper to lower mantle. The combined e¡ects from

Fig. 5. In£uence of the internal heating. (a,b) The same as
for Fig. 3 but for cases 1, 7, 8 and 9. The non-dimensional
internal heating is 0 in case 7, 13.5 in case 8, 27 in case 1
and 54 in case 9. In the four cases, the Clapeyron slope is
33 MPa K31, the properties are depth-dependent, and the
viscosity is strati¢ed.
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variable K and a viscosity jump in the lower man-
tle (case 7) are to lower tremendously the interior
temperature, but much more so to 1000 K in the
lower mantle than in the case of 3-D cartesian
compressible convection [28]. In the presence of
these two depth-dependent properties of ther-
mal expansivity and viscosity, even a very large
amount of dimensional internal heating, 60 TW,
which is around three times the chondritic heating
value, cannot restore the mantle temperature back
to a range of around 2500 K in the deep mantle.
Some other mechanisms such as variable thermal
conductivity [45] or greater degree of chemical
layering in the deep mantle [46] are needed to
bring the temperature back up higher. From
Fig. 5b, we see that the magnitude of the adia-
batic gradient is hardly changed by the amount of
internal heating. They lie in the range of 0.1^0.25
K km31, with the larger value being associated
with the largest amount of internal heating (case
9). This directly re£ects the rise of the averaged
temperature due to the augmentation of the inter-
nal heating rate (Fig. 5a). The temperature gra-
dient in the lower mantle also progressively in-
creases with the amount of internal heating,
from 0.05 K km31 to 0.1 K km31. In all cases,
the lower mantle is maintained in a slightly sub-
adiabatic state. This character is reinforced by the
amount of internal heating, the di¡erence being
less than 0.05 K km31 without internal heating
in case 7 and reaching 0.15 K km31 with the un-
realistic value of 60 TW adopted in case 9. In
spite of large uncertainties relative to the growth
rate of the inner core, the percentage of internal
heating involved in the Earth’s mantle convection
would fall in the range of 65% as in case 8 to 88%
as in case 9, where the temperature gradient re-
mains between 0.1 K km31 and 0.15 K km31

below the adiabatic gradient.
On the other hand, the upper mantle remains in

a strongly non-adiabatic state because of the in-
£uence of the phase transition [13]. This feature
has to be related to the proportion of upper man-
tle thickness a¡ected by the thermal perturbation
at 660 km and the top boundary layer, which may
be a consequence of the absence of viscosity var-
iation assumed in the models for the upper man-
tle. Nevertheless, note that the temperature gra-

dient emphasizes the thickness of the thermal
boundary layer roughly by a factor of two. This
is particularly clear at the CMB. Therefore, it is
not clear whether the presence of a low-viscosity
channel below the lithosphere may bring back a
large central part of the upper mantle close to the
adiabatic state.

Our results on the adiabatic pro¢les show def-
initely that the common assumption of adiabat-
icity assumed in mantle convection may not be
valid in the presence of phase transition. Further-
more, the adiabatic gradient would lie in the
range of 0.1^0.25 K km31, clearly below the cur-
rently accepted value of 0.3 K km31, which is a
direct consequence of the strong decrease with
depth of the thermal expansivity. This is an im-
portant issue for petrology, since the potential
temperature is commonly used for inference of
mantle temperature from petrological samples.
In Table 3 we also give other relevant thermome-
chanical quantities such as the total viscous heat-
ing, the maximum temperature attained in the
£ow and the amount of energy £owing across
the top and bottom boundary layers. The total
amount of viscous heating is not large and is
only a fraction of the total amount of internal
heating, but locally at plume heads or in stagna-
tion points involving downwellings, the amount of
viscous heating can surpass internal heating by a
factor up to a 1000 in the case of temperature-
dependent viscosity [47,48]. The maximum tem-
perature Tmax is around 10^20‡ higher than Tcmb

and this excess temperature is smaller by a factor
of 5 than those developed in variable-viscosity
convection with shear heating [49]. We note that
the Tmax developed in the plume are steady-state
values and in transient situations such as the
plume being excited by a neighboring sinking
cold current the maximum temperatures attained
are much higher [50] and these local shear heating
events may help to generate melts on the CMB
[49].

5. Discussion and conclusions

Based on the above described sequence of re-
sults taken from 3-D spherical compressible con-
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vection under su⁄ciently vigorous strength, we
have found that it is very di⁄cult to maintain
an adiabatic temperature gradient in the Earth’s
lower mantle. Rather we found that all models
produce a subadiabatic lower mantle with a
superadiabatic portion in the bottom several hun-
dred kilometers of the lower mantle. In all such
cases, the state of adiabaticity in both the upper
and lower mantle is strongly in£uenced by the
presence of the endothermic phase transition at
660 km. A common feature of these models is
that all models with internal heating can satisfy
the global heat-£ow constraint of delivering
around 40 TW at the surface.

Within the spectrum of our convection models,
we have encountered dynamical situations ranging
from whole-mantle to partially layered convec-
tion. Partially layered, present-day mantle convec-
tion is also in accord with results obtained on the
basis of direct seismic tomographic imaging of
mantle circulation (e.g. Van der Hilst et al. [51] ;
Zhao [52]), which show that although some de-
scending slabs penetrate into the lower mantle,
others appear to be stopped in their descent at
the depth of around 660 km depth [53].

In this range of realistic Rayleigh numbers our
models reveal the great sensitivity of the system to
the magnitude of the negative Clapeyron slope
regarding the issue of being in a layered or par-
tially layered state. Other distinct possibilities,
such as the Clapeyron slope of the pyroxene-to-
perovskite transition [54] or the potential exis-
tence of a regional low-viscosity zone under 660
km discontinuity [55,56], may have an impact on
the sensitivity of the £ow to the degree of layer-
ing. However, the degree of layering or the
amount of internal heating do not alter too
much the principal result of our ¢ndings that
the temperature gradient in the lower mantle re-
mains at around 0.05^0.15 K km31, a similar val-
ue attained also by the 2-D axi-symmetric calcu-
lations of Solheim and Peltier [57] and the 3-D
results of Zhang and Yuen [18] and Bunge et al.
[58]. These values are lower than the proverbial
value of 0.3 K km31 commonly employed in cal-
culating the rheology of the lower mantle (e.g.
Yamazaki and Karato [2]). Our robust ¢nding
of a relatively £at lower-mantle temperature gra-

dient of around 0.1 K km31 would imply a much
greater degree of viscosity strati¢cation in the
lower mantle than the predictions of Yamazaki
and Karato [2] based on the commonly used value
of 0.3 K km31 and this low gradient value, 0.1 K
km31, would then produce a high peak in the
lower-mantle viscosity for the rheology used by
Yamasaki and Karato [2] (S. Karato, personal
communication), as inferred from the geoid stud-
ies by Ricard and Wuming [59] and Mitrovica
and Forte [60]. Whether or not su⁄cient heat
can be built up in this stagnant region must be
determined from a high-resolution 3-D spherical-
shell compressible convection calculation with
variable viscosity.

Due to the endothermic phase change, which
partially blocks the mantle circulation, the tem-
perature gradient in the upper mantle does not
lie on the adiabatic gradient at all and is very
non-monotonic, especially in the case of layered
convection. This situation can pose a serious
problem for petrologists in the usage of potential
temperatures in thermodynamic calculations. The
temperature jumps across the 660 km is not so
high, at most 300‡ for signi¢cantly layered con-
vection. Previous estimates used for parameter-
ized convection [38] were too large.

The lower-mantle geotherms in our models are
all found to be subadiabatic. Therefore any sort
of superadiabaticity inferred from seismology [61]
or from mineral physics calculations [62] can only
be explained by some sort of chemical strati¢ca-
tion, which seems to be focussed more in the deep
lower mantle [63^65]. The next step would be to
make similar estimates for compressible thermal^
chemical convection where the role of an en-
hanced radiogenic heating in the lower mantle
[46] can be evaluated together with variable ther-
mal conductivity [45], which raises the interior
temperature and variable viscosity.
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